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Abstract: This paper explores one problem with multiple solutions teaching strategy applied to the integration of theory 
and practice teaching courses in C language programming course. According to the cognitive characteristics of students 
for the same problem combined with the specific learning situation of higher vocational colleges, the course has adopted 
the three methods of basic flow control statement, switch statement, and array. Showing the methods and skills to solve 
the problem from different angles with the gradual implementation of the specific teaching helps students deepen their 
understanding of C language knowledge. It also guides students to use knowledge to solve practical problems, to achieve 
the teaching goals.
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1. Introduction
Multiple solutions to a problem means that the same problem or situation can have multiple different solutions 
or solutions. Multiple solutions to a problem are also very important in specific education and teaching [1]. The 
multi-perspective thinking and multi-method solution of a problem not only can broaden the thinking horizon of 
solving the problem but also help students systematize the knowledge they have learned. This paper takes the C 
language programming course as an example to show the specific teaching design and practice of one problem 
multi-solution teaching strategy in the teaching of the “integration of theory and practice” course in higher 
vocational colleges [2].

2. The status and characteristics of C language programming courses in higher 
vocational colleges
As a professional basic course for electronic information majors in higher vocational colleges, the study of 
this course cultivates students’ basic C program reading ability, simple algorithm writing ability, and the basic 
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method of programming. This course gradually forms the correct programming ideas and good programming 
style in students so that those who have not been in contact with programming can develop good program 
writing habits and programming thinking habits with the help of C language to step into the threshold of 
programming and lay a good knowledge foundation for programming [3].

3. Key links to implement the multi-solution teaching strategy of one question
The core of implementing the multi-solution teaching strategy is the teacher, the goal is the student, and the way 
is the classroom. In the implementation of the multi-solution teaching strategy, teachers should pay attention to 
the following aspects. First, teachers should have solid professional domain knowledge and programming skills 
and be able to use different solutions flexibly. Second, teachers should have good guiding ability and problem-
solving thinking to stimulate students’ thinking flexibility and innovation ability. Third, teachers should have 
good classroom control ability. Fourthly, teachers should have a good ability in instructional design [4].

4. The specific application and practice of the multi-solution teaching strategy
4.1. Design objectives
Through a teaching case, the knowledge of the three instructional design units is connected in series to help 
students deepen their understanding of the basic process control statements, switch statements, and arrays, to 
achieve the goal of “string beads into lines” and the effect of applying what they have learned [5].

4.2. Description of the subject
The study subject is to type a date on the keyboard and calculate the day of the current year.

4.3. Ideological and political education of the course
According to the pattern of the moon’s movement, the ancients defined the time between the first sighting of 
a full moon and the second sighting of a full moon as one month. This is the commonly used lunar calendar. 
According to the relationship between the four seasons and the sun, it is prescribed as a year, which is the 
commonly used solar calendar. Compared with the lunar calendar, the number of days in a year in the solar 
calendar is more than 11 days longer than the lunar calendar [6]. To solve this problem of unifying the two 
calendars for calculating the number of days, the ancients used the method of having 7 leap years out of every 
19 years. After careful calculation, Zu Chongzhi found that the leap method would differ by one day every 
200 years. To solve this problem, he broke the traditional concept through repeated calculations, accurately 
calculated that a regression year is 365.24284481 days, which is only 50 seconds different from the modern 
scientific measurement of the year, and then calculated the new leap method of adding 144 leap months every 
391 years [7].

4.4. Instructional design unit 1: Basic flow control statements
4.4.1. The characteristics of basic flow control statements
A basic flow control statement is the basis of building program logic. By mastering the basic flow control 
statement, students can realize the condition judgment, loop execution, and jump control of the program, and 
then lay a foundation for solving more complex programming tasks in the future [4].
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4.4.2. Core program source code
// accumulate the number of days before month by looping 
for(index=1; index<month; index++){ 
 if(index == 1||index == 3||index == 5||index == 7||index == 8||index == 10||index == 12){
  sums += 31;
 }else if(index == 2){
  // Check if it’s a leap year 
  if((year %4 ==0 && year%100 ! =0)||(year % 400 ==0)){
   sums += 29;
  }else{
   sums += 28;
  } 
 }else{
  sums += 30;
 }
}
// Accumulate the date of the month
sums+= day;

4.4.3. Teaching reflection and summary
In this scheme, the number of days before the current input month is accumulated through the for-loop 
statement, and the number of days in the current month is accumulated to achieve the goal of calculating the 
current date of the day of the year. The difficulties in the implementation of this program lie in the multi-level 
judgment and the nesting of loops and judgments. Many students fail to run the program due to unclear logic 
and unskilled sentence structure. Teachers can guide students to draw a flow chart to gradually solve each 
difficulty and achieve the goal of deepening their understanding [8].

4.5. Teaching design unit 2: Switch statement
4.5.1. The characteristics of switch statements
The switch statement provides a way of multi-branch selection. The syntax structure is relatively simple and 
clear, and the readability is high. It is suitable for some cases that need to select the execution branch according 
to different conditions, such as selecting different operations according to user input.

4.5.2. Core program source code
// Use switch... case features add up the number of days per month
switch(month){
 case 12: 
 case 11: if(month>11){sums+=30; } 
 case 10: if(month>10){sums+=31; } 
 case 9: if(month>9){sums+=30; } 
 case 8: if(month>8){sums+=31; } 
 case 7:  if(month>7){sums+=31; } 
 case 6: if(month>6){sums+=30; } 
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 case 5: if(month>5){sums+=31; } 
 case 4: if(month>4){sums+=30; } 
 case 3: if(month>3){sums+=31; } 
 case 2: if(month>2){
// Check if it’s a leap year 
if((year %4 ==0 && year%100 ! =0)||(year % 400 ==0)){
 sums+=29;
}else{
sums+=28;
}
} 
 case 1: if(month>1){sums+=31; } 
} 
// Add the date of the month 
sums +=  day;

4.5.3. Teaching reflection and summary
This program uses the multi-branch characteristics of the switch statement, cleverly uses the reverse order to 
accumulate the days of the month, and finally accumulates the number of the date of the month to achieve the 
goal of calculating the current date of the day of the year. The case statement can indicate the current processing 
of the content. In the case of additional conditions, it can effectively solve the problem of accumulated errors 
in the month [9]. By comparing with the basic process control statement, students can further deepen their 
understanding of the use conditions and applicable scenarios of switch statements, pay attention to avoid easy 
errors, and improve their mastery of switch statements through practice [10].

4.6. Instructional design unit 3: Array
4.6.1. The characteristics of the array
The array is widely used in many programming tasks. It is a structure used to store multiple data of the same 
type. Through index access to the elements, it can quickly locate and manipulate the data at a specific location.

4.6.2. Core program source code
// Use an array to store the days of the month 
Int days [13] =,31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31 {0}; 
// Check if it is a leap year 
if((year %4 ==0 && year%100 ! =0)||(year % 400 ==0)){
 days[2]=29;
}
// accumulate the days of the previous month by looping 
for(index=0; index<month; index++){
 sums += days[index];
}
// Accumulate the date of the month 
sums+= day;
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4.6.3.Teaching reflection and summary
This scheme cleverly uses the characteristics of array continuous storage data and efficient memory access, 
cleverly stores the days of the 12 months of the year into the array continuously, and uses a simple loop 
statement to achieve the accumulation of days, which effectively avoids the multiple judgment problems similar 
to if and switch statements, and improves the readability and execution efficiency of the program [11]. Through 
the study of this case, students can further deepen their understanding of the characteristics of the array and 
learn the methods of using the array in the future [12].

5. Teaching effect analysis
Basic flow control statement, switch statement, and array are three teaching units of continuous design in the C 
language programming course. Showing the methods and skills to solve problems from different angles helps 
students to deepen their understanding of C language knowledge and guides students to use knowledge to solve 
practical problems to achieve the teaching goal of “string beads into lines, simple and efficient” [13]. Through 
questionnaire analysis, it is found that students have a firm grasp of the basic knowledge of C language 
programming, and have improved the practical ability of structured programming and using C language to solve 
practical problems. Many students have become interested in programming language and are willing to learn 
harder content through the study of this course [14].

6. Summary
Different thinking angles of the same problem will lead to different methods and strategies. Multiple solutions 
to a problem is the process of inspiring and guiding students to use different methods to solve the same problem 
from different angles. The thinking and comparison of various methods and processes not only can help students 
better understand and master the basic knowledge and key points of C language programming but also deepen 
their understanding of knowledge in thinking and comparison, broaden the thinking, and lay a foundation for 
the future application of what they have learned [15]. This paper takes the C language programming course as an 
example to show the specific teaching design and practice of one problem multi-solution teaching strategy in 
the teaching of the integration of theory and practice courses in higher vocational colleges, hoping to provide a 
reference for other teachers.
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